Two of the five zinc fingers in the Zap1 transcription factor DNA binding domain dominate site-specific DNA binding.
The Zap1 transcriptional activator from Saccharomyces cerevisiae induces expression of a series of genes containing an 11 base pair conserved promoter element (ZRE) under conditions of zinc deficiency. This work shows that Zap1 uses four of its seven zinc finger domains to contact the ZRE and that two of these dominate the interaction by contacting the essential ACC-GGT ends. Two Zn finger domains (ZF1 and ZF2) do not contact DNA, and a third ZF3 may be more important for interfinger protein-protein interactions. Zn finger domains important for ZRE contact were identified from triple mutations in Zap1, changing three residues in the alpha helix in each finger known to be important for DNA contacts in Zn finger proteins. Replacement of -1, 3, and 6 helix residues in ZF4 and ZF7 reduced the affinity of Zap1 for the wild-type ZRE. In contrast, triple mutations within the intervening ZF5 and ZF6 domains had minimal effect. The data argue that fingers 4 and 7 contact the ACC-GGT ends while fingers 5 and 6 contact the 5 bp central ZRE sequence. This conclusion is corroborated by decreased Zap1 affinity for a ZRE DNA duplex containing mutations of the AC-GT ends of the ZRE, whereas transversion mutations within the central 5 bp of the ZRE had minimal effect on Zap1 binding affinity.